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INTRODUCTION,
“Pragmatism.”
 War in Afghanistan,
 Back home,10.3% national
unemployment (l5% in Nevada,
18% non-White).
 oil spills destroying the coastal
habitat along the Gulf States,
 775 banks still on FDIC’s
“Problem Bank” list
 War on our borders: illegal
immigration and drug trafficking
threatening U.S. security….

When a nation founded
upon principal makes a
promise to those who
pledge to defend it,
it is only prudent in
light of the
perpetuation of that
nation, for its people
to keep that promise.
kjm

”LEAVE NO MAN BEHIND!”

For 244 consecutive years, young men and women have pledged their lives in service to the
United States of America.

Nearly 92,000

who made that pledge within the last 65 years, having died in combat, remain

Missing In Action

to this day. That is not how a nation of free people honor those who gave their lives for our
freedom. “ Mothers cried. Wives remarried. Children grew. Questions were asked. Answers
were few. No one even today, can say for certain how these young men died or where their
remains might be found.”
If you could play a vital role in sending a message of hope and pride across this country by ,
Christmas, 2010, having brought justice to one missing, combat veteran and closure to his
family, would you do it? Would you lend a hand?
If your answer is,“ Yes,” but you’re wondering who, where and, “How do I get started,”
take a few minutes. Read the following. I think you will be amazed at what you’ll discover.
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PEACE THROUGH WAR
THE CHINA MISSION.

“A REVERENCE FOR THE AMERICAN
FAMILY…”

for the private, international charity helping
American families to locate their missing
relatives --- those among the near 92,000 U.S.
servicemen from 20th Century warfare whose
whereabouts and circumstance of death remain
a mystery to this day--- grimaced as the words
crossed his lips. He knew he let slip what could
be taken in this part of the world, as an affront.
The overture of respect for his property
however, struck a positive cord with Mr. Zhang
Guo Liang of Yuxiang Township. He replied,
“Every American who died liberating China from
the tyranny of the Japanese is revered by the
people of my country. You need not think of
repaying me. These walls, my floor, If there is a
chance that removing them will help heal the
heart of the Garner family, please allow me the
honor. From the regional representative of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Township
Administrator, all echo the same sentiment,
“The American soldier of World War Two is
revered throughout China.” As a result, the
descendents of those Americans who perished
in combat on Chinese soil---today’s American
family--- have inherited that reverence. “The
blood of their son…the blood that runs through
their family , “ Zhang Guo Liang went on to
emphasize, ” nourished the seed of freedom
that blossomed for my people...for my family.“

“Tear up my floors,” said the man who in 1998,
happened upon the apparent remains of an
American fighter pilot while digging the trench
for the footing of his house. “ If my walls are
in your way, they can be taken down,”
continued this resident of a rural township in
the People’s Republic of China, as he tried to
recall exactly where in his garden he had
reinterred what are most likely, the remains of
Every person the American team leader
Lt. Ernest Garner of Albany, Georgia. “My shop
encountered in China, during the search for Lt.
wasn’t here when I reburied the remains. He
Garner expressed similar sentiment and
could be under the floor or just outside in the
pledged their full support. One elderly
courtyard.” Gesturing towards the walls
gentleman captured the spirit of cooperation
surrounding the courtyard, the visiting, young,
this way, “It is, after all, the least the people of
American , researcher replied, “ I doubt if any
China can do for the families of those American
of that will be necessary but MIA CHARITIES will
servicemen who sacrificed so much for our
of course, repay you for any damage we cause.”
country.”
Steeped in US-Asian military history, culture and
Less than a hundred miles away in a tiny hut in
language, the young American businessman
yet another township, four candles sit
who volunteers his spare time as a Team Leader
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ceremoniously atop an elongated, hand-hewn
table. Above the first two hang photographs of
the owner’s ancestors. Above the third is a
rendition of Mao-Tze-Tung. Above the fourth,
is a small fragment of fabric from an American
pilot’s, WWII flight suit. Then age 16 , the
homeowner had pulled Captain John E. Disney,
from the burning remains of his downed P-51
fighter and hid him in a ditch from a squad of
on-coming Japanese. There in that ditch, Disney
was buried, having died in the teen’s arms. To
this day, sixty-five years later,the now 81 year
old offers prayers of “ gratitude and
thanksgiving” every April 3rd to the Disney
family as, beneath the blood-stained swath, he
lights that 4th candle, marking the annivesary of
that fateful afternoon in the Spring of 1945, in
China’s war torn heartland.

Americans, having defeated their mutual enemy
and driven him out of
China.”

From war’s end on 2 September 1945 to
present, as politics and ideologies between East
and West have clashed, “wars” have run hot
and “Cold.”

Ryan Bach, Senior Team Leader , aviator

“WAR” AS THE FOUNDATION FOR
IMPROVING EAST-WEST RELATIONS :

As alive in the subconscious as 911 is to a New
York ground zero survivor, World War Two is to
young and old, rich and poor, powerful and the
less so, throughout the People’s Republic of
China, today . Millions of Chinese now in their
mid to late sixties--- China’s most influential
citizens -- grew-up homeless, with little or no
recollection of a father or mother.

“ When I use the word WAR in conversation
with people in Mainland China,” offers lead
research volunteer Ryan Bach, a fulltime pilot
for Federal Express and resident of Macau,
“The first thought that crosses most minds is the
Cultural Revolution, the five year blood bath
that began in 1966, costing the lives of 30
million Chinese . When my Mainland friends
realize that I’m talking about World War Two,
body language changes, faces brighten. As
horrific as the years 1931-1945 were for the
Chinese during Japanese occupation, they were
also their Glory Days…days when they stood
victoriously shoulder to shoulder with young

WORLD WAR II IS ALIVE AND WELL AND
LIVING IN CHINA.

“MARAUDERS” ARE IN CHINA PROMOTING
WAR AND ASKING FOR YOUR HELP?
MIA CHARITIES, better known as Moore’s
Marauders MIA Specialists,a U.S. based, 501C-3
Humanitarian Outreach Organization, is
actively pursuing a “war in China” but by no
means, advocating World War Three. Quite
the contrary. This 400 member,all-volunteer
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group dedicated to locating the remains of
Americans still “ Missing In Action” throughout
the world, is asking you to support their
continuing effort to recover the remains of
World War Two, U.S. combat veterans in the
People’s Republic of China, by helping to take
full advantage of a war that has already been
fought and won…China’s, “War of Resistance
Against Japan,” better known in Western
culture as World War Two, the CBI Campaign
(China, Burma, India ).

THE KEY IS CIVILIAN-LED, MIA RECOVERY
EFFORTS . “ The Marauders are an NGO, a nongovernment organization.” We reach people on

MORAL JUSTICE
As books and articles are being written today
about the “Red Threat” and military planners on
both sides strategize, members of MIA
CHARITIES , this extraordinary league of
scientists, doctors, engineers, law enforcement
personnel, senior flag officers, businessmen,
university professors , authors and historians
are hard at work inside the People’s Republic
of China building bridges of understanding
between American and Chinese families ,
backfilling that measure of humanism that
politics often overlooks by performing the
grueling task of locating the remains of
Americans combat veterans lost during WWII.
“ A genuine love for the American family lies
virtually untapped throughout Mainland
China,” offers Marauder spokesperson Mark
Voner, of Boston. “It’s a rich vein of moral
justice stamped PAID IN FULL thanks to our
fathers and grandfathers who helped free that
nation from tryanny.” fAccess to this vein today
and its further development is by way of
recovering the remains of thousands of
American Gi’s, still lingering on Chinese soil.”

Marauder Director of Public Relations for Asian
Affairs, Mr. Mark Voner, of Boston.
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a very personal level., “ Continues Senior Team
Leader Ryan Bach.” . “Governments officials
can’t get to that same level. For them, there’s
always the question of hidden agendas or
ulterior motives… coming from both sides.”

TO THE GATES OF CHINA…

IT’S NOT SOMETHING THAT ONE HAS TO
EXPLAIN TWICE .
Virtually every citizen of the People’s Republic
of China, knows the pain of losing a loved one
to war.
”The Marauders are the Purveyors Of Closure,”
offers Bach. “We provide the linkage between
the American and Chinese famly. When the
Marauders show up on the doorstep of a
Mainland Chinese family, we have evidence in
hand demonstrating that we are working
strictly on behalf of an American family. With
that, doors swing wide open.”

UNEXPECTED COLLATERAL BENEFIT:

” CHINA MARINE,” William “Billy” Lynch.

The more MIA CHARITIES continues its efforts
throughout China, the more this reverence for
the American family finds its voice.
In today’s modern age with total nuclear
annilation having taken the place of the
likelihood of yet another conventional world
war, grasping hold of the past and utilizing it to
reduce the possibility of future military conflict,
is a wise investment of BOTH time and
resource. Such a strategy and resulting benefit
cannot be over-stated. “Talk of one potential
MIA find,” notes Bach,“resonates from one
township to another. The Marauders are seen
throughout the People’s Republic of China, as
goodwill ambassadors---secular and apolitical--appearing as the feature story in state-run
news broadcasts and national newspaper
articles.”

IT BEGAN INNOCENTLY ENOUGH, WITH
AN INQUIRY INTO THE DISAPPEARANCE 65
YEARS AGO, OF A U.S. MARINE IN CHINA.
LIke bread crumbs across time, it was the
events in the life of one utterly
uncompromising United States Marine that led
MIA CHARITIES to China, and the chance to
bring closure at long last, to his and perhaps,
hundreds of other American families.
He was a 20-something kid from the streets of
Dorchester, Mass., but what a man, what a
Marine…what an American he turned out to be.
The year was 1941. A true, “China Marine,”
USMC, Staff Sergeant Billy Lynch, was Stationed
in Shanghai before the outbreak of war.
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AN INQUIRY THAT LED TO MURDER.
As negotiations with Japan broke down and
war grew emminent, Lynch was transferred to
Corregidor Island in the mouth of Manila Bay.

never to surrender. In an act of defiance
comparable in the annals of American military
history to the defenders of the Alamo, the
“Defenders of Corregidor” stood their ground
for another 27 days against ever-mounting
odds. Often fighting hand-to-hand against
repeated waves of Banzai-screaming Imperial
Japanese, all ground forces in the Philippines
were under the command of U.S. General
Jonathan Wainwright. On May 7th, Wainwright
surrendered. With that, Marine SSgt.William
Joseph Lynch became a prisoner of war, a POW.

BILLY’S LIFE AS A POW:

General Douglas MacArthur saw Corrregidor as
having a “fortress like quality” capable of
defending itself. With that, he declared Manila
an “open city,” allowing the Japanese to parade
in unchallenged, virtually surrounding Billy
Lynch and his fellow, Corregidor Island
defenders
On April 9th, 1942, just two miles north of
where Billy manned his position--- following
nearly four months of unrelenting enemy
bombing---75,000 American and Philippino
soldiers surrrendered to the Japanese. The
result was the infamous “ Bataan Death
March.” Hearing of this, Sergeant Lynch and a
ragtag band of 14,000 others comprised of
literally anyone capable of aiming a rifle, vowed

First crammed into an airplane hangar on
Coregidor with 14,000 others then paraded
through the streets of Manila in humiliation,
SSgt. William Joseph “Billy” Lynch would spend
the next four months at Cabanatuan, the
notorious Japanese prison camp in the
Philippines, made famous in the movie, “The
Great Raid.” Men from Cabanatuan were
frequently taken, stuffed into the hold of cattle
ships bound for Formosa, there to be
dispatched throughout the ever-expanding
Imperial Japanese empire to serve as slavelaborers. Amongst the first 2,000 from
Cabanatuan, was Billy Lynch. Packed shoulder
to shoulder, unable to do more than stand,
wading in pools of human excrement, many
American POWs died along the way. Amongst
those who perished aboard such Hell Ships was
the father of 1960’s comedy legends, the
Smothers Brothers, Army Major Thomas B.
Smothers, Jr. Lynch was one of the lucky ones.
From Formosa, Billy was shipped to Pusan,
Korea, where he was met on a cold November
afternoon by a fire hose as he stood naked on
the dock. Billy was amongst the few who found
themselves suddenly wrapped in a
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Russian military, woolen overcoat. Stench
ridden, wragged and once discarded, its fit
would one day lead to his demise.

Defenderof Corregidor, was assigned to
Mukden prison’s Mitsubishi assembly line. His
job…

His health still strong his resentment even
stronger, as a POW, Billy was at the center of
virtually every disruptive scene, attempting
repeated, spur-of -the-moment escapes that
resulted only in horrific beatings. Still viewed
by his captors as an asset---his health and
stamina his saving grace---Lynch soon found
himself crammed aboard a freight train, this
one headed for China, and the towering walls of
Imperial Japan’s sprawling Mukden prison.
Before America entered the war, Imperial
Japan had conquered half the globe. The largest
collection of sadistic sociopaths ever assembled
in modern times, the extent of Imperial Japan’s
barbarism remains unparalleled and unabashed
to this day. At the head of the class, feared by
their own people, were the Kempetai or secret
police. Oft recruited from the ranks of Japan’s
academicians and ruling class, the Kempetai
refined the art of intimidation through
mutilation and live vivisections, hanging their
victims by their thumbs, snapping their bones
at the joint, slowly peeling away their victim’s
flesh, dismembering them as they die; their
remains falling into the wooden bucket below
their dangling feet. All this making Nazi gas
chambers appear humane by comparison.

LYNCH AS A SLAVE LABORER:

manufacturing replacement parts for Japanese
combat aircraft. British POWS at Mukden took
great pride in delivering a quality product.
American POWS , took an equal measure of
pride in gumming up the works, stealing tools,
breaking molds and essentially causing costly
delays whenever possible, enduring severe
beating s for their “incompetence.” This may
be why only the Americans amongst the Allies--numbering some 2,000--- died at Mukden
prison…that and of course, the “ vaccinations”
that only the Americans received.
Finally catching onto Billy’s game, his captors
removed him from the Mitsubishi assembly
plant and put him to work in the prison’s
tanning factory where belts and rifle slings
were made . There, if the fumes from the
treated leather in an unventilated room didn’t
kill you, the stench of buckets overflowing with
human feces , would.

Logic would suggest that one should not place
an enemy captive with an irreprepressible
attitude in a role vital to one’s own war effort.
STILL , UP TO THIS POINT, THERE WAS
Yet in the case of Staff Sergeant William Lynch,
NOTHING SPECIAL ABOUT BILLY LYNCH.
that is exactly what the Japanese did. The
Marine who grew up on Victory Lane in
As grueling a testimony to man’s inhumanity to
Dorchester Massachusetts, who developed a
his fellow man that Billy’s life as POW had
“kill ‘em all or die trying” attitude as a
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become, there was still nothing extraordinary
about it. Dorchester’s Sergeant Lynch was not
unlike thousands of other Americans who
endured years of hardship as slave laborers at
the cruel hand of the Imperial Japanese. But
on the morning of May 20th, 1944, all that was
about to change.

“…Like Bread Crumb Across Time”… Bread
Crumb, #One, THE GREAT ESCAPE:
After more than two years of imprisonment,
Billy Lynch decided he had enough . While
guards and prisoners alike were still reeling
from the previous evening’s blinding electrical
storm; without plan, counsel nor any
discernable measure of forethought, Marine
Staff Sergeant William Joseph Lynch, Mukden
Prisoner #607, set aside his tannery tools,
quietly stood up, made his way to a tiny portal,
crawled through onto the main campus of the
sprawing prison yard and without incident,
simply walked out. It was the most successful
escape in the prison’s history. Given his
audacity and courage, SSgt Billy Lynch might
have completed his 500 mile trek to freedom,
to Vladivostok, and asylum in the neutral
Soviet Union save for one detail: after several
days at large in the wilds of Manchuria, without
food nor map, Lynch entered the city of
Mukden, a thriving metropolis, wrapped in his
Soviet coat, attempting to pass as a Russian
soldier, seeking direction. Problem was,
unbeknownst to Lynch who didn’t speak a lick
of Russian, Mukden was the central hub for an
Afghanistan-fueled , Russian military-supplied,
drug-smuggling ring operated by the Kempitai,
who were neither amused by Lynch nor taken in
by his dubious guise. Confronted, atttempting
to flee, Billy was “shot in his right upper thigh,
beaten within an inch of his life then returned to

Mukden prison on a stretcher and left overnight
at the front gate. “ It would be the last time any
Western eyes, including those of his cellmate
Roy Weaver, would see Billy Lynch, alive .

BREAD CRUMB #2: “ WHAT’S WRONG
WITH THIS PICTURE?”
The Kempetai ruled Mukden City with an iron
first. Money was being made. Lynch was the
proverbial fly in the ointment, a nuisance and
as easily disposed of. So, why wasn’t he? Why
wasn’t Lynch killed on the spot? What value
could the life of one Marine, a troublesome
non-conformist, possibly have to the Mukden
prison warden that would compel the Kempetai
of all people, to spare Lynch’s life? There could
be only one reason.

BREAD CRUMB #3, BREAKING PRECIDENT:
In every Imperial Japanese POW prison facility
big or small, history records that for anyone
attempting to escape, ten of their fellow
inmates would be randomly selected for
execution . Mukden was no exception. Thirty
men had perished for the three--- two Marines
and one sailor---who attempted an escape pror
to Lynch. Having been forced to witness the
executions, the thwarted escapees were
themselves, slain. Following Billy Lynch’s
escape however, “There were no executions, no
increase in beatings, no reduction in
privileges….nothing. “ Life in Mukden prison
went on as if nothing had happened, “ noted
Lynch’s cellmate Roy Weaver, a surviving slave
laborer from Coeur d’ Alene, Idaho Other
Mukden prisoners would only learn of Lynch’s
escape decades later upon attending Stateside
reunions. So, why indeed, did the sadistic
Kempeitai spare Billy’s life? Why did they
return him to Mukden prison… “on a hospital
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grade stretcher” no less ( They didn’t treat
there own people to such luxury)?

face” …or so we thought. They were indeed,
saving something but it wasn’t “face. “

BREAD CRUMB #4, THE INVISIBLE MAN.

LINE-UP THE BREAD CRUMBS, THEY PAINT
A PICTURE:

Marine Gunnery Sergeant Roy Weaver was
Mukden Prisoner #610. Billy Lynch was #607.
Within the first few months of incarceration,
number 608 and 609 had perished, making
Weaver and Lynch not only cellmates but at roll
call each morning, they stood at attention
beside one another. From May 20th, 1944, the
day of Billy’s escape to war’s end on September
2nd, 1945, every day, a Japanese soldier
shouted “607.”answering in Lynch’s absence.

THE IMPETUS.
Having escaped Mukden prison was
remarkable but it was the highly irregular
behavior of Lynch’s Imperial Japanese captors
in the wake of his escape that would challenge
MIA CHARITIES to muster the courage to
investigate the disappearance of an American
Marine in the People’s Republic of China, at the
hands of an occupational army sixty-five years
after the fact, calling it not a combat loss but in
fact, a murder …for which no statute of
limitation, exists.

LIKE DETECTIVES WORKING A COLD CASE .
Facts during any investigation are rarely
obtained in a linear fashion. The Marauders
investigation of Lynch’s demise was no
exception. We thought at first, that once his
wounds were healed, Lynch escaped again this
time successfully. Never making it to the only
place he could go, Vladivostok, he died
somewhere along the way. That would explain
the action of the prison guards pretending that
no escape occurred. They were simply “saving

1. An unprecedented escape
2. Captured/Life spared
3. No recriminatory murders for escape.
4. For 17 months, guard answers for MIA
Lynch at daily roll call.
5. At war’s end, the OSS, CIA’s
predecessor( not the U.S. military),
parachute into Mukden prison to free
Allied prisoners.
6. OSS Colonel Donovan searches by plane
and jeep for USMC SSgt. William Lynch,
to no avail. ”
MIA Charities was late to discover the most
bizarre occurance in the life of POW #607, the
one fact that enhances the likelihood of finding
and recovering the irrepressible U.S. Marine
from Dorchester, Massachusetts.
7. In 2008, Marauders found documents
signed in 1944, by the Mukden prison
warden transferring Lynch to Lushun
prison, 300 miles south of Mukden.
The Imperial Japanese military stationed at
Mukden together with their Kempeitai
counterparts, weren’t ”“saving” face. They
were saving Lynch himself. Real or imagined,
the man was of value , a value yet to be
determined, a prize, perhaps even a trophy.
TO THE DEPTHS OF HELL.. LUSHUN PRISON,
THE “AUSCHWITZ” OF CHINA.

Lushun was reserved for political prisoners,
dissidents, resistence fighters and spies…or
those perceived or pretending to be the
keepers of proprietary information. Hundreds
MIA CHARITIES INC., dba: “Moore’s Marauders, a 501C-3 Fed ID #68-0518201 91% of all donations
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of thousands of human beings were butchered
alive BY HAND at Lushun, by the Imperial
Japanese. Each upon arrival received a wooden
barrel strapped to their back. They were then
repeatedly told that their barrel would be their
final resting place. It was.

cemetery was filled, previously buried buckets
of human remains were unearthed ,their
contents fed to the wolves to make room for
the newly butchered, Was Lynch’s?

EYES WIDE SHUT.
For Centurires, Lushun China, was known as
Port Arthur, a Long Beach- California-sized port
held by the Russians until 1904, when they
surrendered it to the Japanese. It was a
“closed city” under the People’s Republic of
China until 2008. In 1944, for an “American” to
have been seen at Lushun, would be on par
with witnessing the second coming of
Christ..and virtually as memorable , especially
to mid 20th Century, rural Chinese.

Human remains in one of 12 barrels exhumed from
Lushun’s “secret cemetery.”

“…THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST.”

THE MAN WAS A TROPHY.

By 2008, Marauder Historical Advisor Professor
Yang Jing of Shenyang University, had located
and interviewed three Chinese survivors of
Lushun ‘s prison, one notably incarcerated at
the age of ten. Each independently recalled
seeing an “American” at Lushun prison. These
three, independent eye-witnesses were
emphatic. The person they saw was neither
Russian” nor “European.” “He was an
American.”

Two weeks after Lynch’s escape, U.S. forces off
the coast of Saipan, in little more than 24 hours,
devastated what remained of the Imperial
Japanese navy, sinking its ships and splashing
300 of its aircraft. Russian forces under General
Zhukov (The Soviet Patton) , though no
declaration of war had yet been declared
against Japan, reinforced the Soviet garrison in
“North Korea,” a stone’s throw from Lushun.
The writing was on the wall for the Imperial
Japanese whose routes of escape from the
prison of Hell that they created, either by land
or sea, were now virtually gone. American
intelligence beat the Russians into Mukden but
the Russians would recapture Lushun.

Such testimony validates the Mukden warden’s
transfer orders, making it a virtual certainty that
Lushun China, Is where the life of USMC SSgt.
William Joseph Lynch of Dorchester,
Massachusettts, ended.

Sergeant Lynch’s remains are at Lushun
prison’s cemetery in one of 12 barrels already
exhumed, one of 40 underground “anomalies”
At Lushun there was always ample room for
discovered by MIA CHARITIES scientists in 2010,
slave laborers but not for the dead. When the
or least likely, not at all. In April of 2011, when
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we return to Lushun, MIA CHARITIES will write
the final chapter in the life of USMC SSgt. Billy
Lynch .
Billy Lynch died unjustly . His family deserves
answers He deserves justice. Lynch served his
country . What we want you to know is that he
still
is.

Chinese people have for the American family,
their deep-seated sense of moral justice…how
they see our fallen soldiers as their own
heroes, their seemingly boundless
determination to help recover our MIAs and
thereby build “bridges of understanding”
between the American and Chinese people, is
profound. Thanks to “Billy” Lynch, the
government and the people of China, together
with your support, MIA Charities is poised to
bring home in the next 6 months,the following
missing, U.S. military personnel from China:
1. Lt. Ernest Garner of Athens, Georgia ,
Mission Date: November 22nd, 2010,
2. Captain John Disney of California ( no
relation to Walt Disney) Mission Date:
February 11th, 2011,
3. Captain Herb Johnson and the 11 man
crew of the “Missouri Queen” Mission
Date: February 11th - March 15th,2011.
4. SSgt. William Joseph “Billy”Lynch:
Mission Date: April 15th, 2011.
5. A “ Peace Initiative,” bringing
Japanese to Lushun, in what would be a
history making event. Summer 2011?

Each of the red dots in this underground, 3-D, “time slice”
image of Lushun’s “secret cemetery” is yet to be
identified.(Courtesy: Geophysicist, Dr. Dean Goodman,
Ph.D, Marauder Team Member).

The sacrifices made by America’s soldiers,
sailors, airmen and Marines in the mid 20th
Century to free the Chinese homeland from
Japanese occupation, may seem like ancient
history to some but it is a very real and
tangible link to a brighter future for us all.

The “bread crumbs” that Marine Sergeant
“ Billy” Lynch provided, led MIA CHARITIES to
China. The desire to stitch together his
remarkably compelling story, returning him to
his family and the people of Boston, remains
the objective. It is however, what we found
when allowed inside the world’s largest
communist country, …the compassion that the
MIA CHARITIES INC., dba: “Moore’s Marauders, a 501C-3 Fed ID #68-0518201 91% of all donations
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LT. ERNEST GARNER

CAPTAIN JOHN DISNEY

Captain Herb Johnson and the crew of the "Missouri Queen,” Aircraft #42-6359," of
the 770th Bomb Squadron, was lost 7 December 1944, in Shanxi Province on Mission #19 to Mukden.
The entire crew of eleven, are listed as MIA.

MIA CHARITIES, “Our people”
Advisory Board

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vice Admiral Joe Mobley, US Navy, (ret.) Chairman of the Board
General William “Spider” Nyland, USMC (ret)
Lt. General Earl Hailston, USMC (ret.) , VP Rolls Royce Corporation
Vice Admiral Herb Browne, US Navy (ret.)
Dr. Kent Schneider, PhD, Archeologist/Anthropologist
Colonel Jim Lucas, USMC (ret.) Aviator
Colonel Bill “Bullet” Bauer, USMC (ret.) Test Pilot
Colonel Len Fuchs USMC (ret.) Leadership advisor
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•
•

Captain Dale Dye USMC (ret.) Hollywood Technical Director, Author, Actor.
Carleton Sherwood, Pulitzer Prize recipient

Administrative Support
•
•
•

Legal : William Fischbach, Esq. Tiffany and Boscoe, Phoenix, Arizona
Accounting: John J Robinson, Robinson Consultants Phoenix, Arizona
Financial Advisor: Michael Lossing, Stokler/Ostler, Scottsdale, Arizona

Senior Volunteer Field Scientists
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Kent Schneider Phd,. Archeologist/Anthropologist, Ground Penetrating Radar Expert
Dr. Gus Pantel, Archeologist/Anthropologist: Total Site Management Expert
Dr. Dean Goodman, Geophysicist
Dr. Karen Burns, Forensic Anthropologist/Archeologist
Dr. Stan Copp, Forensic Anthropologist/Archeologist :

Senior Volunteer Field Operatives
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ryan Bach, Senior Team Leader, Asia (Federal Express pilot)
Professor Yang Jing, Lead Researcher (University of Shenyang, PRC)
Marie Daly, Co-Team Leader (Dir. of Library, N.E. Historic and Genealogical Society, Boston)
Mark Voner, Director of Public Relations for Asian Affairs (Construction Co Owner, Boston)
Bradley Hartsell, Team Leader ( International businessman, Japanese military expert)
Zhang Ji, Interpreter (International businessman, resident of Shanghai).

Executives
•
•
•
•
•

Kenneth James Moore, Founder/Chief Executive Officer
Keith Hall, VP, Director of Administrative Affairs
Suzanne Kenney Beals, Director of Personnel
Sherene Robinson, Director of Fund-Raising and Marketing
John Cassady, Director of Mortuary Affairs
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DONATION OPPORTUNITIES.

MAKE YOUR DONATION ON-LINE: It’s quick and easy. Simply go to
www.miacharitiesinc.com or www.mooresmarauders.org , click on “donate” and
fill out the quick and easy form using your MasterCard, Visa, or American Express
card. Upon completion, you will automatically receive an e-mail confirmation.
That is your receipt.
DONATIONS BY CHECK: Please make your check payable to MIA
CHARITIES/Moore’s Marauders and mail it to our Headquarters address. It’s,
7904 East Chaparral Road, Suite A-110, Scottsdale, Arizona. (480-214-2567)
Thanks.
WIRE TRANSFER DONATIONS: Here’s what you need to know :Citibank NA 111
Wall Street, New York, NY. 10043. ABA # 021000089. A/C# 40553953 FBO:
Charles Schwab and Co, Inc. A/C#31652456 F/F/C Client name: MIA CHARITIES
INC, dba: Moore’s Marauders.
MARKETABLE SECURITIES DONATIONS: It’s that time of year again: Publicly traded
stocks, bonds, or listed options held at your brokerage firm, mutual funds, publicly-traded
stock certificates that you hold personally and publicly-traded stock held in “book entry”
form can distribute amounts from an IRA directly to MIA CHARITIES (Moore’s Marauders,
MIA Specialists), a qualifying charity (Fed ID # 68-0518201). The amount donated is federal
income tax free and can be used to satisfy the IRA MRD requirements for the year. These
Qualified Charitable Distributions (QCDs”) were due to expire within 2007 distributions.
However, the Emergency Economic Act of 2008, extended the availability of these types of
opportunities.
LOW BASIS STOCK: In today’s economy, here’s the best way to serve your interests and the
Marauder’s MIA mission at the same time. Gift low basis stock instead of gifting cash. In this
case, no one pays the capital gain tax and you get the full fair market value of the stock as a
charitable deduction.
CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUSTS: Large donations can be used to establish a Charitable
Remainder Trust which can provide an immediate tax deduction, remove taxable assets from
your estate, and provide an income to you (the donor) until death.
QUESTIONS AND ASSISTANCE: Please contact Marauder Accountant/Financial
Consultant, Mr. John Robinson at Robinson and Associates jrrobinsoniv@hotmail.com 480664-8938
MIA CHARITIES INC., dba: “Moore’s Marauders, a 501C-3 Fed ID #68-0518201 91% of all donations
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TESTIMONIALS….

A veteran signs a blank check, payable to the United States of America and redeemable in service up to
and including the sacrifice of his life. Part of the moral underpinning of that relationship is the duty of
the Nation to "close the loop" with the families of those who have given full measure in their service to
their fellow citizens. Too often that has not been done. "Moore's Marauders", aka MIA CHARITIES INC,
has taken on this noble mission to bring understanding and closure to those families. They do it well!"

2 Star Marine General Dave Richwine (Ret)
“I’m amazed at the information you continue to uncover and the entrepreneurial spirit that’s
part of your team’s commitment. Good hunting, Ken. I admire what you and your people are
doing.”
’4 Star U.S. Marine Corps General James Mattis, (currently) Commanding
General, Central Command, Iraq/Afghanistan.
“” Ken, thank you and your team for your magnificent work to bring closure to the loved ones of our
Nation's missing. Keep Charging & Semper Fidelis."

4 Star U.S. Marine Corp General and Assistant Commandant (ret) ,
William “Spider” Nyland.
“Many thanks for all that you and the Marauders are doing, not only in the search for SSgt.
Lynch, but for the many recovery efforts around the world. I can’t properly convey the
enormous sense of peace, relief and closure that comes to a family whose loved ones you
account for. There is a common misperception that the years can diminish or eliminate the
feeling of loss and lack of closure that is felt. I can tell you from my experience with many
families that isn’t the case, and I know that you and all the Marauders know it well. Your
kindness, dedication, hard work and compassion are priceless to those families. I offer my
deepest appreciation for your great work. Semper Fi.” 3 Star U.S. Marine Corps General Keith
Stalder, Commanding General, U.S. Marine Forces, Pacific.
“I was the PACOM Director of Operations that formed Joint Task Force-Full Accounting and am
personally close to the MIA issue. Good luck and God speed as you pursue this noble goal. I
endorse your noteworthy efforts. 3 Star General Ron Christmas (ret) CEO, Marine Corps
Heritage Foundation
“Thank you for all that you do for so many families.” Rear Admiral, Greg Nosal, PACOM.
“ I truly enjoy our business relationship. Warm Regards, Donna.”
Rear Admiral Donna Crisp, JPAC Director
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The Chinese government is providing MIA CHARITIES with the opportunity to bring justice to
our fallen, closure to an American family and by so doing, cultivate and nurture peace and
goodwill between the people of our great nations for generations to come. Won’t you help?
(Each mission: $23.4k, average)

“ YOUR HAND IN TOMORROW’S FUTURE. ”
( USMC Gunnery Sergeant Roy Weaver, Lynch’s bunkmate with MIA Charities PRC Advisor, Professor Yang Jing, of Shenyang
University, at the Mukden prison site, 2008.)

IN SUPPORT:

Mr. Shen Xin, Director, National Headquarters, Foreign Affairs Office, Beijing, Section of USA
Affairs, on November 1st, 2010, welcomes MIA CHARITIES to revisit the People’s Republic of
China, assuring no interference.
Mr. Zhang Hongzhen, Yuncheng Daily Newspaper Yanhu District, Yuncheng City, Shanxi
Province, People's Republic of China. 044000.
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FBI Field Office, Beijing.
U.S. Defense Attaché Office, Beijing
U.S. State Department, Beijing

B-29, BOMBADIER’S VIEW OF THE MUKDEN PRISON COMPLEX IN 1944, AS IT IS BEING MISTAKENLY STRUCK.
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Lushun Prison, the “Auschwitz”of China.
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The Vietnam Veterans of Massachusetts have already contributed in excess of $12k for MIA CHARITIES’,
CHINA Mission.
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